Girl Scouting at Home with Our Program Partners

We proudly partner with local businesses and organizations who are experts at delivering quality badge- and patch-earning programming for your Girl Scout or troop in a wide range of interest areas. Check out some opportunities they are offering online by clicking on their blue name!

**KENTUCKY HISTORICAL SOCIETY** *(ANYTIME)*
Virtual Visitor Center for those interested in Kentucky history, including online resources and activities, virtual field trips, videos, media links, activities, catalogs, research tools and more.

**KENTUCKY SCIENCE CENTER** *(ANYTIME)*
Do Science at Home experiment videos!

**FRAZIER HISTORY MUSEUM** *(DAILY)*
Virtually visit the museum with free entertainment and educational content, including video lessons, object stories, staff picks, and more!

**RAUCH PLANETARIUM** *(ANYTIME)*
Our friends at Rauch Planetarium suggest visiting the PBS LearningMedia site to journey to the outer edges of the universe with lessons and learnings in Earth and Space.

**KENTUCKY SHAKESPEARE** *(MARCH 20TH)*
Enjoy a special encore presentation of As You Like It on March 20th at 7:00 PM Eastern.

**LOUISVILLE NATURE CENTER** *(ANYTIME)*
Find some of Louisville Nature Center’s favorite books about nature for both kids and adults.

**KENTUCKY DERBY MUSEUM** *(ANYTIME)*
Find downloadable Kentucky Derby activities!

**BERNHEIM ARBORETUM AND RESEARCH** *(ANYTIME)*
Play, read, explore and learn about nature together (Pre-K activities).

**NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE** *(ANYTIME)*
Check out ranger guided tours of our country’s National Parks.

**SPEED ART MUSEUM** *(ANYTIME)*
Experience the museum virtually and create your own art from educational videos.
**Additional Opportunities**

Each week, we will continue to add more opportunities, found below:

**ARTS AND CULTURE IN KY (ANYTIME)**
Find online and virtual offerings from our diverse community, from educational opportunities, trainings, behind the scenes work, engaging videos, and virtual tours.

**MOOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY SPACE SCIENCE CENTER (ANYTIME)**
Perfect for the young scientist in your family, and the young at heart, the Space Science Center will offer mini space science courses that could help you earn your Space Science badges!

**WONDEROPOLIS (ANYTIME)**
Each day, we pose an intriguing question—the Wonder of the Day®—and explore it in a variety of ways. Camp Wonderopolis builds upon this rich content by offering interactive STEM and literacy-building topics boosted by Maker experiments that are easy to do at home using household items families already have lying around.